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ABSTRACT

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)
has a heterogeneous networked computing envi-
ronment with a variety of transmission media,
protocols, equipment from multiple vendors,
Local Areas Network (LAN) and Wide Area
Network (WAN) connections, workstations,
servers, legacy mainframes, operating systems,
network services and applications, and users of
various skill levels.  New technologies are con-
tinually being deployed as they become avail-
able.  All of these components work together
(most of the time) but result in a complex dis-
tributed computing environment (henceforth
referred to as thesystem) which requires auto-
mated monitoring and management for the
maintenance of high quality performance with
limited personnel and budgets.

There is no Network Management Station
(NMS) product which comes close to doing the

job of monitoring and managing the LAN and
WAN for SLAC.  However, by making use of
Ping, Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) and its Management Information Bases
(MIBs), as well as network applications (tracer-
oute, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Remote Pro-
cedure Calls (RPCs), Remote Shell (rsh), et.al.),
an NMS (Netview for AIX), and the accounting
and monitoring facilities provided by the server
operating systems,  the challenge is surmount-
able.

INTRODUCTION

Subjectively, the ultimate measurers of thesys-
tem performance are the users and their percep-
tions of the performance of their networked
applications.  The performance of asystem is
affected by the physical network plant (routers,
bridges, hubs, etc.) as well as by every “com-
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puter” and peripheral device that is attached to it,
and the software running on the computers and
devices.  Thus the availability of detailed config-
uration, fault, and performance information is
critical for leveraging the limited personnel
available for maintaining the quality of the net-
work.

Network Management  is generally broken down
into five management areas1: configuration,
fault, performance, security, and accounting
management. This paper will discuss how SLAC
has made use of ping, SNMP2, an NMS, and
other network services to tackle the configura-
tion, fault, and performance management issues.

OVERVIEW OF THE SLAC NET-
WORK

SLAC3 is a national laboratory operated by
Stanford University for the US Department of
Energy. It is located on 426 acres of Stanford
University land, about 40 miles south of San
Francisco. SLAC has been in continuous use for
over 30 years in a national research program that
has made major contributions to the understand-
ing of nature. The Center is one of a handful of
laboratories worldwide that stands at the fore-
front of research into the basic constituents of
matter and the forces that act between them.
There are also active programs in the develop-
ment of accelerators and detectors for high
energy physics research and of new sources and
instrumentation for synchrotron radiation
research.

The staff is currently about 1400, of whom 150
are Ph.D. physicists. In addition at any given
time, there are typically 900 physicists from
other institutions participating in the high energy
physics and synchrotron radiation programs.

The SLAC network is physically spread over all
the SLAC campus (Figure 1). It is dynamic and
continually growing as new research facilities
are added at SLAC.  Users appear and attach
their computers to available network taps, and

in fact move their equipment from one network
to another without ever notifying anyone. The
topology of the SLAC network is changing rap-
idly to accomodate the growth, and new net-
working technologies are continually
incorporated. Both legacy shared media, ether-
net, FDDI, and switched ethernet (10baseT and
soon 100baseX) over structured wiring are
extensively employed.

FIGURE 1. Stanford.Linear Accelerator Center

The SLAC network has a large variety of com-
puter hardware, network support hardware,
operating systems,  and protocols as summarized
in Table 1. This makes for a heterogenous and
complex network and all the challanges associ-
ated with it,  including interoperability prob-
lems.

                  Accelerator

Research Areas

and noisy environment.  There is no air conditioning, it is
dusty, there is a lot of RF noise, and there are numerous
large power supplies (and magnets) in many areas.

The accelerator and research areas have  a very  unfriendly
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Configuration management basically entails
maintaining a knowledge base which contains
information on every network support compo-
nent (cables, routers, bridges, hubs, repeaters,
switches,  probes, etc.) as well as the computers,
printers, and other devices attached to the sys-
tem.  This information includes the manufacturer,
model,  revision level, medium access control
(MAC) addresses, Internet Protocol (IP)
addresses, IP names, topology information, con-
tact person, and other protocol addressing infor-
mation such as for DECNETR or AppletalkR. In
addition it may contain purchasing, warranty, and
maintenance information for the various pieces
of equipment. This can easily result in the need
to maintain a dozen or more  pieces of informa-
tion for every component in the system.

At SLAC an OracleR database called CANDO4

(Computer and Network Database in Oracle),
developed at SLAC, is used to store the above

TABLE 1. SLAC Network Summary

Metric Value

Number of on-site users 2308 (2644 unique e-mail addr)
Total number of IP Hosts 2655 (3517 IP Addresses)
Macs and PCs on network 1192 (56 Macs on PhoneNet)
Unix Hosts (incl ~75 NeXTs) 427 (63 servers, 161 CAD)
VMS Nodes (VAX+AXP) 202 (25 AXP)
Xterminals 335 (82% NCDR)
FDDI Rings 15
Routers 12 (60 ifaces)
Switching hubs 4 (2 with RMON)
FDDI Concentrators 11
Bridges 59 (41 w SNMP)
AppleTalk IP Gateways 28
Ethernet probes 74 with RMON
FDDI probes 8 with RMON
Protocol Families IP (>90%), DEC, Apple, XNS,

IPX
Server Operating Systems Unix (3), VMS, OS/2, WNT,

MacOS, VM
Off-site links BARRnet (10Mbps), ESnet

(2@T1, 1@T3)

information. However, only devices which are
known about can be put in CANDO and that is
done manually which is prone to error (people
forget, data entry notes get lost or misinterpreted
upon entry).

Network support equipment is named based on
its location.  As problems occur, defective equip-
ment is swapped out and replaced by function-
ally equivalent equipment, which may not be of
the same manufacturer or revision level.  The
monitoring of the network support equipment
(which is described under Fault and Perfor-
mance Management), often depends upon the
manufacturer and revision level.  Thus the accu-
racy of the information in CANDO is critical to
the reliability of the automated monitoring and
troubleshooting.

Over the past few years as the complexity and
size of the network has grown, it has become
very difficult to guarantee the completeness and
correctness of the data in the database. Thus
recently we have begun to use SNMP to fetch
the information from the network itself and use
it to verify and update CANDO.

For each generic type of device a file is gener-
ated daily (from CANDO) which contains the
list of the location names, which are also the IP
names of the support equipment.  Code, specific
to each type of device, queries each device (usu-
ally once a day) via SNMP for MIB-II informa-
tion such as thesysDescr,number of interfaces
(ifnumber), ifPhysAddress, ifDescr, ifAdminSta-
tus, ifOperStatus, and device type specific infor-
mation.  This is written into tables which are
made accessible to the network support people
via the World Wide Web (WWW).  The tables
are also processed and compared to the informa-
tion on the support devices which is contained in
CANDO.  Discrepancies are researched (if nec-
cessary) and corrected. The automated verifica-
tion and correction of the data in CANDO has
been very helpful in increasing the reliability of
the Fault and Performance Monitoring as well as

 R indicates a registered trademark
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assuring accurate information for trouble shoot-
ing.

SNMP is also used to tackle the even larger
problem of tracking  user application computing
equipment which is attached to the network by
SLAC visitors without the knowledge of Net-
work Operations, Management, and Develop-
ment.  These user attachments can give sudden
rise to various network problems resulting from
incorrect attachment and termination, faulty net-
work interfaces, and incorrect network software
configuration (e.g. duplicate IP addresses).  The
network monitoring readily picks up these prob-
lems, but they can be hard to track down in a
shared media environment if one does not have
anything but a MAC address or unregistered IP
address and no location information.

To help handle these cases, SNMP is used to
read the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
caches and bridge tables out of the network sup-
port equipment such as routers, bridges, and
hubs.  The information obtained in this fashion is
then compared to the data in CANDO.  If an
entry is not in CANDO, the appropriate local
network administrator is asked to provide any
information possible.  If an item is in CANDO, it
is verified and corrected if necessary.  In addi-
tion, these tables provide information on the
approximate location of an offending device.

In addition, the NMS (Netview for AIXR,5) pro-
vides some configuration change information.
Its autodiscovery process creates a log entry
which tells when a particular node is attached to
the network.  This has been useful in correlating
sudden network problems to the appearance of
an incorrectly attached (or defective) node.

With the availablility of all this information from
the network itself, one may ask, “Why do you
need a database?”  There are several reasons:

1. Not all the information is available from the
network.

2. In the heat of the battle, the network may be
down, and the information in the various sup-
port device tables would be inaccessible.

3. Report generation - Numerous flat files are
created from the information in CANDO
daily (or more frequently) via cron (UNIX job
timing facility) invoked SQL programs.
These files are automatically made available
for use by the NMS and other network man-
agement and monitoring utilities such as a
Remote Network Monitoring (RMON)  probe
Graphical User Interface (GUI), network
monitoring data collection, analysis and
data reduction programs, which will be
described later.  Several of the files are also
made available by WWW for SLAC general
access.

4. To faciliate automated maintenance of name
servers and configuration information for
Trouble Ticketing applications.

5. To track information on items such as soft-
ware and non-SNMP’able devices which is
not available via the net.

6. The information in CANDO reflects what
engineering believes to be the layout of the
network and the network support equipment.
Printing this information out into various lists
for verification (where possible) via SNMP,
provides a means for assuring that what engi-
neering believes to be the model, is in fact
reality. Various errors in the configuration of
some of the more complex network support
equipment have been discovered and cor-
rected early as a result of this verification pro-
cess.

Futur es:

CANDO was originally developed to track soft-
ware purchases and associated information for a
few MAC’s and some Digital VAX/VMS sys-
tems.   It worked well for a well organized envi-
ronment with only a few nodes.   However with
the advent of inexpensive personal computers
and workstations, where everyone purchased
and installed  whatever hardware and software
they wanted, the problem became intractible due
to lack of adequate manpower. Hopefully, in the
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near future it will be possible to find out the
hardware and software configurations of every
application node attached to the network  either
via SNMP and a specifically designed MIB, or
some other standard mechanism and incorporate
this information into CANDO so that when a
problem crops up, a complete profile of thesys-
tem environment in the area of the problem can
be readily obtained.

FAULT MANAGEMENT

System faults most frequently manifest them-
selves as: slow response, loss of connectivity
between nodes, inaccessible file systems, hung
processes on computing nodes, and dropped ses-
sions.

Fault management includes the detection of a
fault, the diagnosis and correction of the fault,
and the tracking of faults and their causes to
facilitate proactive maintenance in hopes of pre-
venting their reoccurance.

Some of the common causes of faults and ways
to proactively detect and diagnose them include:

Two or more nodes using the same IP address

The most frequent causes of this problem are
users passing network software around and fail-
ing to change the configuration information in
the software, users choosing IP addresses at ran-
dom rather than obtaining them from an admin-
istrator, and the actual incorrect configuration of
a node’s IP information such as putting the gate-
way address in for the node’s IP address.  The
connectivity problems resulting from this can be
particularly frustrating to track down because of
their intermittancy.

Using SNMP to read out router Address Resolu-
tion Protocol (ARP) caches which contain IP
address to MAC address mappings and compar-
ing them for duplicate IP entries with different
MAC address mappings is one way to detect this
problem, assuming of course that the offending

nodes have some outgoing or incoming commu-
nication via the router.  Also today, many net-
work support devices and some NMSs have the
capability of detecting duplicate IP addresses,
and this information is also available via SNMP
or often is written to device logs which can be
monitored to generate realtime alerts.

Monitoring for duplicate IP addresses has
resulted in a significant  savings in manpower
both for the users and the network support peo-
ple.  By catching the duplicate IP addresses as
soon as possible, the local network administrator
or users affected can be notified (if the informa-
tion is in the configuration database), and they
can fix the problem before they spend a lot of
time trying to diagnose the problem or place a
trouble call to the Help Desk which results in a
network support person being sent out to investi-
gate the problem.

Physical  layer corruptions

The most frequent causes of physical layer cor-
ruptions are failing network support equipment
such as transceivers, repeaters, bridges, routers,
server network interfaces, and user additions and
modifications to the network. Other causes
include: overheating of equipment during hot
spells (not all of SLAC is in a controlled envi-
ronment), the local fauna snacking on cables, RF
interference, accidental loosening of connec-
tions, and network interface design errors, just to
name a few.

By using SNMP (with the standard and device
specific MIBs) data on quantity (utilization and
congestion) and quality (number of errors) can
be read out on a regular basis from the
SNMP’able devices and analyzed. By strategi-
cally selecting thresholds on which to generate
alerts, many physical layer corruption problems
can be detected before the users complain.  We
have found the effective threshold for errors to
be 1 in 10000 packets for our environment. The
subject of establishing thresholds is discussed in
detail under Performance Management.
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Example 1: Operating System Upgrades

The graphs in Figure 2 show an example of using
SNMP to collect data frequently from two net-
work segments with approximately the same
range of utilization.  On the “problem” segment,
the users were complaining about intermittent
slowness.  There were no errors on the network
which would account for it.  Normal network
monitoring (done once an hour) showed no appre-
ciable spikes in the data. The data displayed on
these graphs was collected every 5 minutes over a
period of time.

FIGURE 2. Utilization vs Collisions on a Normal Network
Segment and a Segment with Problems

RMON has been very useful in diagnosing
offending devices and their approximate loca-
tions.  RMON LAN probes (about 80 of them)
are scattered around  SLAC with roughly one
per shared media ethernet collision domain. Typ-
ically when a rise in errors is seen, RMON
packet capture is enabled in the relevant probe
and  the error packets are captured.  By knowing
the location of the source and destinations in the
error packets (from the configuration database
and/or bridges tables and ARP caches), it is usu-
ally possible to isolate the errors to a given area
and equipment set. Typically if the errors only
involve one source node, the integrity of that
node’s interface is checked.  If the errors involve
packets from several sources then the network in
that area is checked for user modifications to the
network (physical inspection and testing via
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR)) or for a
failing network support device by isolating the
suspected section with bridges and adding more
LAN probes.

The NMS logs are also checked for recently
added devices. Sometimes a rise in errors hap-
pens in conjunction with users attaching new
nodes to the network.  The NMS log which  con-
tains messages about newly discovered nodes
may show that a certain node was attached about
the time the errors began. When all else fails, it
is sometimes (but rarely) useful to power off all
nodes that can be powered off and turn them on
one by one to see when the errors begin.

Intermittent Slowness or Congestion Prob-
lems

These problems can be very tricky to diagnose
because of their intermittancy. Experience has
shown this to usually be the result of network
system or applications software which may be
running on one or more hosts, and only some-
times related to a physical network layer prob-
lem.  Here are four examples:
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Definite structures in the data can be seen in the
“problem” segment data (some are “encapsu-
lated” in triangles).  Upon closer examination it
became apparent the structures were actually,
timewise, independent. Via RMON, it was possi-
ble to tell which nodes were the top talkers dur-
ing a couple of the periods.  Finally an
examination of several of the system logs on the
nodes revealed the problem.  A new release of an
operating system had been recently installed,
and the configuration of one of its features which
heavily used the network was identified as the
cause of the problem.

Example 2: Network Monitoring

At very specific times (20 minutes after the
hour) during the day, users (only a few) started
complaining of network slowdowns (response
time and  NFS timeouts).   Examination of the
hourly network traffic showed no unusual spikes
or traffic distribution patterns, although traffic
was slightly higher during the day, which was to
be expected. The timing of the slowdowns was
such that it appeared “obvious” that some time
dependent application was a probable culprit.  It
was decided to investigate the traffic between
two specific nodes which seemed to be regulary
affected.

An examination of cron tables (UNIX job timing
tables) on the two machines turned up nothing.
Using SNMP and collecting network traffic data
at frequent intervals showed nothing.  Finally it
was down to examining the performance of the
network support equipment on the path between
the two nodes.  This included router interfaces
and bridges.  Using a MIB browser to plot and
examine some of the performance variables in
the vendor supplied MIB every few seconds, it
was possible to see that  bridges on this path
were having numerous well synchronized buffer
overflows which corresponded precisely to the
network slowdowns.  Well, what could be caus-
ing that?  An examination of the network moni-
toring readout for fault and performance
monitoring failed to show any correlation (it was

done at a different time after the hour).  However
examination of configuration management tim-
ing showed that the job which read out the
bridge tables was in fact the culprit. Ultimately it
was decided that we could no longer afford that
luxury of an hourly readout, so the time and fre-
quency were changed and the slowdowns and
user complaints disappeared.

Of course the interesting question is why did this
problem suddenly crop up when the bridge
tables had been being read out for years?
Recently the users had made some changes in
the location of their workstations and the nature
of their work and this resulted in a change in the
network traffic patterns generated by these few
heavy users.  The buffer overflows (which had
been going on for some time unobtrusively),
finally affected things as they were now in the
critical path.

Example 3:  Applications Design

At SLAC a lot of data  passes over  the network
during data analysis.  A robust physical network
can handle this just fine (no errors and reason-
able collision rate), however there may still be
complaints of Network File System (NFS) slow-
ness.  An investigation into one such case of
complaints showed an application’s configura-
tion  to be at fault.  All the data was residing on a
file system on the main file server.  The analysis
applications which ran throughout the day
required significant scratch space which was not
available on the CPU servers on which they
were running.  There was plenty of file space on
the application’s data file system, so large
amounts of scratch space were allocated there
for the analysis jobs.  The actual amount of net-
work traffic due to the  reading  of the data was
small.  However investigation of the disk activ-
ity on the file server showed the file system for
the data to be busy about 75% of the time. The
culprit was the analysis program which was
thrashing the scratch space (allocated on the file
server) while running.  The network was han-
dling the data just fine, but the file server was
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being flogged to death.  Subseqent to this, addi-
tional disk space was purchased for scratch
space on the CPU servers and the application
(and others) were redesigned to use local scratch
space.

Example 4: WAN Connectivity

There are hundreds of collaborators all over the
world who work on experiments at SLAC.  Fre-
quently they work from their home research
bases with access to SLAC provided by WANs.
The natural assumption of  off-site users seems
to be that if they are experiencing communica-
tions problems with SLAC then something must
be wrong with the SLAC network.  Research has
usually shown this not to be true.  Ping, tracer-
oute and FTP have been particularly useful in
checking out these complaints and providing
specific information on slowdowns to the parties
responsible for maintaining and providing WAN
connectivity as well as absolving the SLAC net-
work of blame.

A list of “critical” off-site nodes is used to ping
the nodes of SLAC’s off-site users twice an hour.
One ping is done and thrown away to satisify
nameservice caching.  Next 5 pings of 100 byte
packets and 5 pings of 1000 byte packets are
done.  The values of the packet loss, min, max,
and average ping response times are saved in a
flat file for analysis.

Figure 3 is a graph of the average response times
over the day. Note the period of tall bars which
indicate that there was a response time of
“>1000milliseconds” for 4 nodes between 11am
and 1pm.  This was actually the result of a WAN
link outage due to a problem a service provider
was experiencing.  This type of graph is particu-
larly helpful in visualizing correlations in
response time problems and outages with user
complaints.

  .

FIGURE 3. Graph of Average Response Time over 24
hours for Critical WAN Links

Table 2 (next page) is the output from a diag-
nostic routine used to investigate a user’s com-
plaint of slowness. The diagnostic routine
which generates this table does a traceroute,
pings each node along the path, and generates
the data in Table 2.  From the table it can be
seen that significant packet loss begins at node
192.188.35.1. This information was subse-
quently relayed to the service provider responsi-
ble for that node, and the problem was fixed.

To facilitate debugging by  remote users, we
have enabled the SLAC WWW server to per-
form a traceroute to the user’s client node.

4 different nodes lost connectivity due
to a service provider outage.
The size of vertical bars represent
the response time of the pings. A tall bar
indicates a long response time or timeout.
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.

Faults for which SNMP and RMON May Not
Be Helpful:

Several examples of using SNMP and RMON to
track down network faults have been given above,
however it is important to realize that they cannot
identify all problems. This can be particulary true
of network interface problems which result in the
violation of the timing specifications for placing
data on network media.  Most probes and network
interfaces can only detect packets which meet the
rigid timing and signal level specifications for the
network media. If the packets are not within the
specification, they may simply be ignored or
missed altogether. In these cases when nothing has
turned up when examining the network via SNMP
(looking at interface statistics, capturing packets,
looking at traffic patterns, etc.), the only hope may
be a digital scope. Only by placing a digital scope
on the network and looking at the signals can a
problem like this be detected.   And to identlfy the
source of the packets it may be necessary to
decode the scope signals to pick out the address
bits.

Since SNMP statistics often show nothing to
check for here, one may have to have an upper
level diagnostic program to really identify that the
problem the user is complaining about exists.  One
such diagnostic program may be a bouncing ball

TABLE 2. Output of Ping and Traceroute Diagnostic
Routine

NODE #pings #loss %loss min max avg #loss %loss min max avg

192.68.191.2 525 0 0.0% 2 7 2 0 0.0% 5 11 6
134.55.4.226 525 0 0.0% 6 18 9 0 0.0% 21 34 24
134.55.12.98 525 0 0.0% 7 19 9 0 0.0% 23 34 25
134.55.12.65 525 0 0.0% 8 17 10 0 0.0% 26 37 29
134.55.12.225 525 0 0.0% 10 24 13 1 0.2% 34 50 38
192.188.35.1 525 30 5.7% 11 24 15 34 6.5% 37 48 40
128.115.237.254 525 46 8.8% 13 24 17 42 8.0% 43 59 48
128.115.245.2 525 41 7.8% 13 44 21 43 8.2% 45 64 50
GEM1.LLNL.GOV 525 43 8.2% 14 25 18 35 6.7% 52 66 56

which is displayed on a user’s machine screen
over the network. A second such diagnostic pro-
gram is a sender program which generates
sequentially numbered packets which can be
checked for packet loss by a receiver program on
another host.   If the movement is not smooth on
the bouncing ball, or numbered packets are
being lost, and there are no statistically detect-
able network errors or congestion problems
picked up by interfaces and probes, then it may
be time to haul out the scope.

System Fault Detection and Alarming

Probably the most unobtrusive fault monitoring
which can be done is to ping critical servers and
network support equipment interfaces on a fre-
quent basis and look for a lack of response.  If no
response is received from an interface, then retry
it a certain number of times.  If there continues
to be a lack of response, issue an “alarm”.
Although this can be done independently of an
NMS, most NMSs are designed to facilitate this
type of  alarming.  Alarms can be issued in sev-
eral ways: by telepone paging personnel, send-
ing  email messages, poping up message
windows on the screens of support personnel, or
even sounding audible alarms. At SLAC we do
the first three currently.
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Pinging is simple, but is not very effective in
detecting critical server dysfunctions.  Servers
can ping just fine, but have operational problems
which will only be detected by actually trying to
get them to do something.  Thus it may be neces-
sary to define tests specific to server functions to
really tell if they are operating properly and ful-
filling their function.  These are described in the
Performance Management section.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Performance management entails the monitoring
of thesystem environment for resource utiliza-
tion, error rates, traffic patterns, congestion,
physical layer response time, network services
response time, and overall quality of service
(availability, MTBF, and MTTR).

SLAC makes use of SNMP, Ping, NMS logs,
RPCs, and rsh commands to perform this job.

The general scenario for SLAC performance
management6 entails:

• generating lists of critical nodes, network
support equipment, and network services

• performing tests and/or gathering statistics
via SNMP, Ping, or other specific tests at reg-
ular intervals

• analyzing the data hourly for the current day
and nightly for longer terms (fortnightly,
monthly, and long term trends) and generat-
ing graphs of the data as well as tabular sum-
mary reports

• reducing the summary data to Hypertext
Markup Language7(HTML) files which only
report on data exceeding certain thresholds
and incorporating links to the relevant graphs
and raw data for ease of further research.

• reviewing daily the reduced HTML perfor-
mance reports generated overnight (takes 5 to
15 minutes)

• and, reporting at a 5 to 15 minute daily
9:00am meeting any problems noticed.  This
meeting is attended by a representative(s) of

the systems & server support groups, the net-
work operations and development support
groups, interested users, and occasionally
upper management.  This meeting has proven
to be very valuable. It brings together experts
of differing disciplines and facilitates com-
munication between them so that all factors
relating to thesystemcan be considered in
analyzing problems.

The software supporting this system contains
about 16,000 lines of code written in SAS8,
Perl9, REXX10, and C.  Of this 77% is for the
analysis, 15% is for the data collection, and 8%
for the data reduction (threshold application)
phases.  The hard part is not the coding,  but
understanding the details of the equipment and
services and figuring out what exactly needs to
be monitored and analyzed.

In all the effort has been about 3 full time equiv-
alent people years.

Altogether SLAC gathers about 4 megabytes of
raw data a day in the data collection phase.  The
analysis and data reduction phases generate
about 750 megabytes of graphs and reports.  The
graphs are currently generated in postscript
form, and thus the 750 megabytes could be sub-
stantially reduced by generating them in another
form.

Data Reduction Thresholds:

The thresholds used in the data reduction have
evolved over time and have been set by taking
into account the utilization and performance
level of the network, as well  as the psychology
of the network support personnel.  For example,
when we first started measuring the network per-
formance, traffic was low on the network and
many segments had a rate of errors (over 1 in
1000 packets).  At that point the  CRC and align-
ment error thresholds were set to 1 error per
1000 packets.  After some time, the network was
cleaned up and traffic began to increase so the
threshold on the errors was adjusted to 1 in
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10000 packets.   If the thresholds had been set to
1 in 10000 packets initially our network support
personnel might have given up in despair. Today
the thresholds are:

Ethernet probes:

• crc errors and alignment errors > 1 in 10000
packets

• total utilization on a network over 10% for the
day

• broadcast rate > 150 per second

• (shorts+collisions)/good_packets > .10

Bridge interface statistics:

• crc errors and alignment errors > 1 in 10000
packets

• buffer overflows and controller overflows > 1

Router interface statistics:

• total interface input errors over 1 in 10000
packets

• collision rates over 1000 in 10000 packets

• crc errors and alignment errors > 1 in 10000
packets

• buffer overflows and controller overflows > 1

• in q and out q drops and discards > 1

• ignored packets > 1

The thresholds for switches and hubs are cur-
rently under development, but will probably be
similar. However there are other types of thresh-
olds to apply to switches and hubs such as:

• the total amount of traffic going through the
device

• how well the traffic is balanced between the
ports

Thresholds for LAN pings are:

• packet losses from ping tests greater than 1%
in a day

• average response time greater than 10 milli-
seconds

Thresholds for WAN ping response time and
packet loss are set dynamically daily by calculat-
ing a 10 week (excluding weekends)  running
average and standard deviation.  Only values
exceeding the 10 week average + 3 standard
deviations are alerted. WAN links are beyond
SLAC’s control. We can only monitor them,
report on degradations, and try to convince the
WAN link providers that the degradation we see
needs to be investigated (and hopefully reme-
died).  The information is also made available
worldwide via WWW for the users to see, and
perhaps, apply pressure from their end.

SNMP Utilization

Almost all modern network support equipment
(routers, bridges, hubs, repeaters, switches, etc.)
contain SNMP agents which provide statistical
information on the traffic passing through them.
In addition, there are sophisticated ethernet and
FDDI (and other media) probes on the market.

At SLAC, we read network traffic data6 from all
of these devices hourly 24 hours a day 7 days a
week via cron controlled jobs.  The data is writ-
ten into flat files which is processed hourly (for
the present day) and nightly for the past two
weeks, month, and longer term trends. Graphical
displays of the data (present and past) are cre-
ated for much of the data, and tabular reports
summarizing the the data are produced.

Ping Utilization

Ping is used to check the performance of the
physical network layer. Lists of critical servers,
critical offsite nodes (as described above under
Fault Management),  network probes, and net-
work support equipment are fetched via SQL
from the CANDO database daily.  Twice an hour
all those addresses are pinged once to satisfy
nameservice caching, and then 5 times with a
100 byte packet and 5 times with a 1000 byte
packet.  The results of these pings (percent of
packet loss, minimum, maximum, and average
response times) are written to flat files.  This data
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is analyzed hourly and nightly (like the SNMP
data) and HTML reports and graphs are generated
for perusal.

Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution of the
response times of some of the national nodes.   It
gives a clear characterization of the response times
of the different nodes.

FIGURE 4. Frequency Distribution of Response Times

FIGURE 5. SLAC Binary FTP Rates vs Ping Response
Times

Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of slow ping
response times on FTP rates. The numbers in
parenthesis after the node names in the legend
are the percent of ping loss and the number of
hops.

RPCs and rsh for Monitoring Network Ser-
vices

Monitoring the performance of the network phy-
ical layer is not really enough  The network
physical layer can be working fine, but if the
servers providing the network services such as
email, nameservice, distributed file services,
NIS, WWW access, X-terminal and printer ser-
vices (just to name a few)  are not performing to
specification the users will undoubtedly claim a
network problem exists.

Monitoring network services requires an under-
standing of the services and the generation of
specific tests geared toward each service. In
developing the tests it is often necessary to run a
few different ones in parallel to see which test
will actually detect a problem.

It is important to note that the service tests are
not exhaustive or diagnostic tests. They are sim-
ple tests which might indicate that a pro-
formance problem may exist with a service.

The current services monitored include:

• email - a simple email message is sent
through each mailserver periodically and the
length of time it takes to arrive at its destina-
tion is recorded and analyzed

• font service response - a request for font ser-
vice is sent to the various font servers, and the
response time is recorded and analyzed

• NFS repsonse - a call is made via  /usr/etc/
rpcinfo to the various NFS servers and its
response time is recorded and analyzed

• SMTP - a routine called xchkaccess11 is used
to test and time SMTP access
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• WWW - the routine called xchkaccess is used
to test and time WWW access by fetching a
specific WWW page

• nameservice - an nslookup request is issued to
each nameserver and the response time is
recorded and analyzed.

Setting thresholds for network service perfor-
mance alerting can be tricky.  It is frequently
necessary to have an individual threshold for
each server performing a service due to differ-
ences in server memory availability, cpu speeds,
and loading configuration. Currently the thresh-
olds are set manually.  We are considering
whether to automate this by using rolling aver-
ages similar to the way the WAN ping thresholds
are calculated.

The network services’ thresholds are based on
the expectations for 50% and 95% of the
responses. See Table 3 for an example of SMTP
performance reporting. This is the full report for
SMTP.  Just like other summary reports the net-
work services summary reports are data reduced
into an HTML file where only servers/services
exceeding the 50 and 95 percentiles thresholds
are displayed together with pointers to the raw
data file which shows the times the responses
were slow.

NMS Logs

The logs from Netview for AIXR  are processed
daily for information on uptime of the network
support equipment and critical server inter-
faces.  The NMS polls at a specified interval and

TABLE 3. :Response Time Summary for SMTP Probe
to Port 25 on Dec 14, ‘95

Node #samples ave 50%tile threshold 95%tile threshold
#time
outs maxtime maxsecs

MAILBOX 96 0.497s 0.458s (<1.000s) 0.657s (<3.000s) 0 04:20 1.269s
SERV02 96 0.848s 0.616s (<6.000s) 1.856s (<15.000s) 0 03:05 10.193s
SERV03 96 0.436s 0.417s (<6.000s) 0.544s (<10.000s) 0 08:20 1.497s
SERV04 96 0.253s 0.181s (<1.000s) 0.706s (<3.000s) 0 09:05 1.744s
SERV05 96 0.102s 0.029s (<1.000s) 0.347s (<3.000s) 0 02:50 1.167s
SLACVM 96 0.117s 0.104s (<0.500s) 0.228s (<1.000s) 0 01:36 0.312s

creates log entries when it notices a change of
state (up to down, down to up) of a managed
server or network support device. This informa-
tion is used to determine availability, MTBF, and
MTTR  statistics.

Performance and Utilization Monitoring of
System Servers

The monitoring ofsystem servers12 for perfor-
mance, utilization, and availablity is also a criti-
cal component of oursystem monitoring.  This is
not done via SNMP although.  The vendor sup-
plied accounting packages which come with the
operating systems are used for this purpose.
Again, various reports are generated daily show-
ing utilization and long terms trends which pro-
vide thesystemserver support group the
information they need to monitorsystemserver
performance and utilization.

SUMMARY

This paper has discussed how SLAC uses
SNMP, Ping, an NMS, traceroute, RPCs, rsh’s,
and the accounting resources provided by the
server operating systems,  and even the network
services themselves to monitor and manage the

performance of various components of the
SLAC system.  This has all been developed
incrementally over a period of 3 years in
response to problems that have arisen in main-
taining thesystem and the need to handle the
rapid growth of thesystem.
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One question that frequently comes up is: is all
this necessary?  We have certainly found it to be
very valuable in leveraging our limited man-
power and budgets in the maintenance of the
SLAC system. It enables us to proactively take
care of developing problems before they become
disruptive to the user community. The long term
trends have been critical in planning for growth
and implementing needed expansions before the
user community is impacted.
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